
Platinum Award

Marking criteria
All candidates must be 15+

Individual assessment time: 60 minutes.

Assessments are conducted by a member of RADA faculty. All 

Platinum Award assessments will be held in the Academy’s 

premises in London.

Candidates will need to have gained the RADA Gold Award.

Prior to assessment:
Candidate to submit a written review, between 500 and 700 

words, of a Shakespeare production from the past. This

production will be determined in advance by the assessor 

and a URL link provided. The Archive review essay is to be 

posted or emailed to the Awards Manager at least seven days 

before the Award assessment.

Assessment:
• Candidate to deliver a presentation of 10 minutes on 

their chosen Shakespeare production (candidates will be 

stopped after 10 minutes).

• 10-minute discussion with the assessor on the above.

• Performance from memory of the first of the Two Masks 

speech chosen by the candidate.

• Candidate given feedback before performing the speech 

again.

• Performance from memory of the second Two Masks 

speech chosen by the candidate.

• Candidate given feedback before performing the speech 

again.

• Performance of a sight-read speech (this will have been 

given to the candidate 15 minutes before the assessment 

begins).

• Candidate given feedback before performing the speech 

again.

Marking criteria: Archive review (written – 30 marks)
Originality (10 marks)

• How striking are your views?

• How well do your ideas cohere intellectually?

• How much do they contribute to an individual point of 

view?

Clarity (10 marks)

• How simply and directly are your ideas expressed?

• How apposite is your choice of words?

• How well punctuated is your essay?

 

Perspicacity (10 marks)

• How accurately have you looked at the work in question?

• How well have you analysed how the time in which it was 

made influences the production?

• How well do you think Shakespeare’s play has been 

rendered for the screen?

Marking criteria: Production presentation (30 marks)
Enthusiasm (10 marks)

• How engaging is your presentation?

• How well would it motivate actors and technicians?

• How whole-heartedly have you embraced this task?

Depth (10 marks)

• How well do you know the play in question?

• How well do the ideas of the production work together 

within the world of the play?

• How practical are your ideas?

Ingenuity (10 marks)

• How original are your insights?

• How well are you making use of the intended playing 

space?

• How striking are your designs?

Marking criteria: First Two Masks speech (30 marks) and 
second Two Masks speech (30 marks)
Clarity (10 marks)

• Can the assessor hear you properly?

• Are you speaking in a clear way, without sounding 

unnatural or straining to use an unnecessary accent that is 

different from your own?

• Have you worked to understand the character’s thoughts?

Vitality (10 marks)

• Are you enjoying the richness of the language, speaking it 

as if it were your own?

• Have you explored what the imagery means to you?

• What could be won or lost by your character in these 

moments?

Comprehension (10 marks)

• Do you really understand, as best you can, what the words 

mean?

• Are you clear as to where the speech or scene appears in 

the play?

• Can you engage in a relaxed, creative interchange with the 

RADA tutor, and be open to new ideas that will influence 

your second performance of the speech or scene?
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Platinum Award

Marking criteria continued

Contrast (additional 10 marks)

• How differing were the two pieces in terms of emotion?

• How distinct was the vocal and physical individuality of the 

two characters you chose to play?

• How did the pieces reflect the wide range of Shakespeare’s 

social awareness?

Marking criteria: Speech on sight (30 marks)
Clarity (10 marks)

• Can the assessor hear you properly?

• Are you speaking in a clear way, without sounding 

unnatural or straining to use an unnecessary accent that is 

different from your own?

• Have you worked to understand the character’s thoughts?

Vitality (10 marks)

• Are you enjoying the richness of the language, speaking it 

as if it were your own?

• Have you explored what the imagery means to you?

• What could be won or lost by your character in these 

moments?

Comprehension (10 marks)

• Do you really understand, as best you can, what the words 

mean?

• Are you clear as to where the speech or scene appears in 

the play?

• Can you engage in a relaxed, creative interchange with the 

RADA tutor, and be open to new ideas that will influence 

your second performance of the speech or scene?

Total given is out of 160 marks.
• The Platinum Award requires a total of 95 marks out of 160 

marks or above.

• Brief written feedback will only be given in the event of a 

fail.
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